
Empire of le Couer Crusty and in le Gaffe.   

  

  

  

The Bam’s Apologia Pro Vita Sua  

  

   

In a big piss-laden, throbbing mound of the undesirable,   

A carapace of flagrant denial and stalled self-actualisation grows.  

What might not be unspeakable, stays unspoken.  

  

Hitherto untouched, innocence unbridled,   

All organs unused and abused; another’s well-maintained and put to good use. 

Unthinkable, that a shrinking violet from the deep south of Glasgay,  repelled 

by an aberrant proclivity  Is noticed.   

  

Homosexuality is an aberration  

He utters amidst a sea of queerhawks in elation.  

That’s a lovely word, means something nice I imagine.  

Aye.  

  

An offer to be hobbyhorsed by something empowered by wealth 

 One could begin to address that internal narrative of odiousness by 

stealth.  

With respect, fuck that: I’m content to dance the Varsouivianna alaine.  

  

Drift in an out of relationships like the punters in kebab shop across the road  

Not a chance. I’m not coming back to prostrate myself in your abode.    

  

Can of Tennants and a bag of skips, amorous 

lines from the French’s lips.  

Labouring away. Cessnock flat.   



We’re thegether the now- I’m sure of that.  

  

Romantic diction aflame on each end,   

to peter out would the heart rend.  

  

Covid-dix-neuf,  

Separation of the poofs.  

  

Auld alliance, no compliance.  

Is this Erotic abeyance?   

  

All these gays you see- not the working-class wallopers- no, not like me.  

They’ve got this thing under better control: metabolism, 

self-worth and full-blown actualisation.   

I’ve sat awhile now convinced of these words and my life are the peroration.  

  

Well funded, well oiled little globe-trotters:   

here come the gays, a poofdum removed from Breton lais  

How many pintles can they incline to a well-oiled posterior?  

I don’t keep count. Just one. I’m chubbing up and feel quietly superior.   

  

Continental fuckboys entreat my clunge  

Double-barrelled surnames and limitless grunge.  When a 

little social underdeveloped speck desires stability   

The rapacious appetite of many, triggers only fragility.   

  

Clunge and pintle but a charcuterie board   

Personhoods a triage of desserts  

Stuff yourself with knowledge   

Cum it into a graft then on to the next one.  



  

Here’s a man, boy, thing who’s never understood the body  

And to meet a world of cum-hole-cum-and-go-shoddy.  

My arsehole is sacrosanct   

And I’ve never had a wank.  

Yet, here the measure of rank  

If all flesh is grass, is how much you’ve cut.  

  

I entreat none to my sacred Victorian spinster womb.  

Whilst the rest ride the copulative flume.  

 

Total revulsion. 

Everything around me has moved on. There’s no guilt, shame or restraint. 

Libertinism unbounded perfumes the world,  

and the weak, yet to work out their sense of self, removed from generational, 

self-imposed shame and humiliation, with no capital to fuck freely fuckadilla 

are cancelled without a slither of sympathy.  

The mind’s a record from the age of consent.  

At some breathless BPM, abhorrence and desire, wrestle in a self-proclaimed 

aberration. 

The French, the Germans, the catamites without proviso ready to submit to 

heady abandon with some little Scotsman can’t see a lifetime of self-loathing 

or the removal of a child’s delicacy reared in a shitter.   

I’ve never been sodomised, except by the system.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   


